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ABSTRACT

The 21st century has seen tremendous advances in financial technology, many of which the American legal system is just beginning to understand. One technological development, the cryptocurrency known as “Bitcoin,” holds the potential to both democratize access to capital and facilitate transactions without the need for a central actor. Unfortunately, Bitcoin can just as easily be used for nefarious activities such as money laundering, terrorist financing, and other financial crimes. As Bitcoin has become more mainstream, federal authorities have enjoyed some success applying existing laws—including the Bank Secrecy Act—to the Bitcoin ecosystem and cryptocurrency exchanges that facilitate the buying and selling of Bitcoin. Following the Supreme Court’s recent and revolutionary decision in Carpenter v. United States—which establishes a new framework for evaluating privacy in the digital age—however, the Bank Secrecy Act’s constitutionality as applied to Bitcoin may be in jeopardy. This Note explores the impact Carpenter may have on the Bank Secrecy Act in the context of Bitcoin and what Congress can do to resolve that uncertainty. Because there is a significant possibility that Carpenter’s reasoning may be extended to protect certain data on the Bitcoin network, this Note urges Congress to amend the Bank Secrecy Act to lessen the chance that a constitutional challenge against the Act will be successful. In modifying the
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Bank Secrecy Act, Congress can bolster privacy protections while simultaneously retaining law enforcement’s ability to use the statute to combat the types of financial crimes the law was designed to stop.
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Introduction

For many Americans, June 22, 2018 was probably just another hot summer Friday. The New York Times’s front page included stories
about changes in President Trump’s Cabinet, federal authorities’ plans to house migrant children on military bases, and the hidden messages behind First Lady Melania Trump’s famous “I really don’t care, do u” jacket.

But later that day, in Washington, D.C., the Supreme Court made history by issuing a landmark decision—*Carpenter v. United States*—that will likely have a tremendous impact on the daily lives of individual Americans for decades to come. Although the Court insisted its decision was a narrow one, the case transformed Fourth Amendment jurisprudence by introducing a new framework for examining privacy protections in the digital age. The Court took the first steps away from its traditional third-party doctrine—defining privacy rights in terms of whether a consumer voluntarily gives a third-party entity access to data—and held that several other factors, including “breadth and comprehensive reach” of the data involved, should play a new role in crafting privacy protections. This novel framework, the full impacts of which are still unknown, is likely to affect future jurisprudence on Fourth Amendment protections as related to everything from cell phone data that details a user’s every move to wearable technologies that assemble increasingly detailed pictures of a user’s personal health. Today’s data-rich technology is becoming more integrated into daily life, and the legal system—led by the Supreme Court—is just beginning to determine how the Fourth Amendment should operate in this uncharted frontier.

One of these new technologies, Bitcoin, is rapidly changing the way average Americans access capital and, more broadly, how the financial payment industry operates. Considered a “cryptocurrency,”

---

5. See id. at 2220.
8. See id. at 2216.
11. See Rasmus Pihl, *International Monetary Fund Suggests Cryptocurrency Could Replace*
this supposedly decentralized payment and accounting system has seen its share of eternally optimistic promoters and ever-cynical detractors. Regulators are grappling with how to fit Bitcoin—its lack of a central controlling entity—into existing tax, securities, commodity, and money laundering rules and regulations.

This Note will focus on the aftermath of Carpenter and the impact the decision may have on federal agencies’ attempts to combat financial crimes within the Bitcoin network. The chief statutory vehicle empowering federal agents to investigate and combat these crimes—the Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”)—accomplishes those goals via a comprehensive system of reporting, data collection, and anti–money laundering (“AML”) rules that have long been applied to American banks and other qualifying financial institutions. Before the Supreme Court even decided Carpenter, agencies such as the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”) have been applying the BSA’s provisions to certain cryptocurrency exchanges, which facilitate the buying and selling of cryptocurrencies.
such as Bitcoin in exchange for cash or even other cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{19} The Court’s opinion, which raises fresh questions about the Fourth Amendment’s application to specific data sets and technologies—combined with Bitcoin’s shared characteristics as both a digital asset and digital property—jeopardizes the BSA’s application to entities within the Bitcoin space.

Because of this legal uncertainty, a criminal case in which law enforcement relies on the BSA for its enforcement authority will likely face the question of whether the BSA, under the Supreme Court’s new guidelines, is constitutional as applied to transaction data on the Bitcoin network. A defendant facing charges for money laundering or other financial crimes may challenge the means federal authorities used to gather evidence of his alleged activities, especially if those authorities used a subpoena, instead of a warrant, to access those records.

To ensure that law enforcement’s ability to operate in this new digital landscape is not unduly encumbered, Congress ought to make a minor linguistic but substantively significant change to the BSA’s language. The BSA’s broad framework—the recordkeeping and reporting regime to which qualifying financial institutions must adhere—should be left in place at least as that system relates to anonymous data points. Where law enforcement seeks to obtain more specific data to identify particular actors, Congress ought to statutorily require the use of a warrant and probable cause. Doing so will likely have minimal impact on law enforcement efficiency because the anonymous transaction data reported under the BSA will support probable cause. In that way, Congress will remove the cloud of constitutional uncertainty surrounding law enforcement investigations under the BSA while simultaneously protecting individual privacy in an increasingly digitized world and ensuring law enforcement can effectively protect the public.

This Note is organized as follows. Part I provides an overview of Bitcoin and federal authorities’ current use of existing laws to regulate

\textsuperscript{19} See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Acting Assistant Attorney General Mythili Raman Testifies Before the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (Nov. 18, 2013), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/acting-assistant-attorney-general-mythili-raman-testifies-senate-committee-homeland [https://perma.cc/6KEM-8B3D] (“A network of sites and services, including exchangers who buy and sell virtual currencies in exchange for national currencies or other mediums of value, have developed around virtual currency systems, as well.”).
activity on the Bitcoin network. Part II details the history of federal efforts to combat money laundering through the BSA. Part II also explores how the Supreme Court, just a few years after the BSA’s enactment, held that the law was constitutional under the Fourth Amendment. Part III provides an overview of the Supreme Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence with a special emphasis on the third-party doctrine: the primary rule that has long defined the contours of Americans’ privacy rights. Part IV discusses Carpenter and the serious strains it places on existing Fourth Amendment jurisprudence and how Carpenter may make the BSA unconstitutional as applied to Bitcoin, despite the Supreme Court’s insistence that the decision was narrow. Part V identifies how Congress, by requiring a warrant for personally identifying information, can amend the BSA to protect privacy rights while ensuring law enforcement has the necessary tools to effectively combat financial crimes on the Bitcoin network.

I. BITCOIN: PROPERTY OR DIGITAL RECORD?

A. History of Bitcoin

Bitcoin was once just another novel and obscure computer technology only the most dedicated coding aficionados studied. A mysterious computer programmer operating under the name “Satoshi Nakamoto” first proposed this digitally-based currency and payment system as “an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof instead of trust.”

20 Nakamoto, supra note 14, at 1.

21 See id.

22 See Tracy Alloway, After the Crazy, the Reality, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, Dec. 17, 2018, at 44.

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Unfortunately for latecomers, Bitcoin soon experienced a subsequent collapse far more precipitous than its incredible rise. One year after that all-time, intraday high, Bitcoin was worth just above $4,000 per coin, and rumors swirled that institutional banks were abandoning the crypto space.

At the time of this Note’s writing, individual Bitcoins are worth just above $8,000. Even as financial analysts debate the value of each coin and economists consider this cryptocurrency’s long-term impacts on the global financial industry, Bitcoin continues to capture the interests of investors, speculators, law professors, and—perhaps most importantly—regulators.

Public perception of Bitcoin is sharply divided. On one side are the currency’s most avid proponents, who argue that despite Bitcoin’s recent collapse in value, the currency will one day replace fiat currencies and usher in an era of decentralized finance. These supporters argue that Bitcoin embodies the type of trust and confidence centralized banks are incapable of providing anymore. Meanwhile, Bitcoin’s detractors, including legendary investors such as Warren Buffet and Steve Eisman, insist the “currency” is a risky and speculative investment more appropriate for gamblers, speculators, and money launderers. This latter group includes those who argue Bitcoin’s days as an unregulated financial product are limited. It also

25 See Alloway, supra note 22.
29 See, e.g., Pihl, supra note 11.
33 See Angela Monaghan, *Bitcoin Is a Fraud That Will Blow Up, Says JP Morgan Boss,*
includes those who believe regulators’ recent focus on Bitcoin as a way to protect their own turf presents too many risks for the average investor. What is undeniable, however, is that Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and their underlying technology are all here to stay and still hold tremendous potential to revolutionize industries from finance to healthcare.

B. How Bitcoin Works

Simply described, Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies are designed to function as an alternative to traditional financial payment processing systems. Outside of cryptocurrencies, payments between two parties usually depend on a centralized, third-party intermediary, such as a bank or credit card company, who serves as a gatekeeper that identifies the parties and guarantees the availability of funds. In contrast, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin leverage technology to allow two parties to transact directly with each other, creating “peer to peer transaction networks.” In theory, Bitcoin’s decentralized network, use of encrypted keys, and redundant ledger system will prevent any one individual, group of programmers, or central entity from destroying or manipulating Bitcoin’s underlying value.

To eliminate intermediaries, Bitcoin operates on technology called the “blockchain,” a distributed ledger system that utilizes a network of servers and computers to maintain records without any one master or original copy. Each computer or server is known as a “node,” and is responsible for storing a local copy of the network’s
transaction data. There is no central “node” or server farm through which transactions must pass for verification. Users store their Bitcoins in accounts known as “wallets,” which one commentator says “are really just computer memory storage units.” Bitcoin’s underlying algorithm controls the movement of coins and records transaction history as users send or receive payments.

Critical to this Note are the “keys” involved in sending and receiving Bitcoins. As mentioned earlier, Bitcoin users use accounts known as “wallets” to store their coins and transact with other users. There are no limits on the number of wallets an individual can own, and a single user can theoretically have hundreds or even thousands of wallets. Each wallet, however, has two network-generated keys that are critical for access: (1) a public key that serves as an address all other users can see and to which they can send Bitcoins, and (2) a private key that serves as a password required to “unlock” the wallet.

The public key, which appears to other users as nothing more than a string of number and letters, is recorded on network ledgers each time that wallet is involved in a transaction. The private key, meanwhile, is only accessible to the wallet’s owner and is encrypted for another level of protection. An account cannot be used to send money without the private key, and other users cannot access funds received without their own private key. Because neither the public nor private keys include any personally identifying information, Bitcoin offers at least a theoretical level of anonymity.

After a user completes a transaction on the Bitcoin network, the data associated with that transaction—date and time, public keys involved, and amounts transferred—is immediately, irreversibly, and

---

42 Id.
43 Nicholas Godlove, Regulatory Overview of Virtual Currency, 10 OKLA. J. L. & TECH. 1, 18 (2014).
47 See Werbach, supra note 44.
publicly cataloged on each ledger connected to the Bitcoin network.\textsuperscript{49} The duplication of transaction history and lack of a single, central access point through which all transactions must flow and be recorded, which is typical of traditional payment processing systems, in theory lowers the chance of theft, fraud, or transaction history manipulation.\textsuperscript{50} To commit an act of fraud or currency manipulation, a nefarious actor would need to alter the ledgers of every single node connected to the ecosystem before any one of those nodes recognized the discrepancy.\textsuperscript{51}

Together, these technological innovations are intended to enable the Bitcoin ecosystem to operate independent of centralized systems\textsuperscript{52} and provide easier access to capital at a time when faith in fiat currencies and central banks has plummeted.\textsuperscript{53} The hope is that collective and anonymous cooperation among hundreds if not thousands of independent operators can provide a new and unassailable level of security and stability.\textsuperscript{54}

C. Bitcoin’s Success Sparks Government Interest

The rapid success of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies has caught the interest of government regulators around the world, with some countries going as far as banning the technology entirely.\textsuperscript{55} In the United States, state and federal agencies are generally friendlier to Bitcoin, even if regulatory strategies among particular agencies differ. Financial regulators, for example, have struggled with determining reasonable accommodations to Bitcoin while providing investors with the same protections that other financial products’ rules provide.


\textsuperscript{52} See Trautman, supra note 30.


The Internal Revenue Service, sensing the need to extend its rules to Bitcoin transactions and holdings, treats the cryptocurrency as property for tax purposes. At the same time, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission—noticeing the growth in Bitcoin future and derivatives trading markets—now classifies the asset as a commodity. Meanwhile, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the federal government’s primary securities exchange regulator, has taken a largely bifurcated approach. Initial coin offerings, through which cryptocurrency regulators offer a “token” or “coin” on their network in exchange for capital funding, are considered securities and subject to all the rules and regulations under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. By contrast, cryptocurrencies that have already scaled and are decentralized because they are not dependent on a single entity—including Bitcoin and another cryptocurrency known as “Euretheum”—are not considered securities by the agency. The uncertainty these inconsistent regulatory frameworks produce is a serious problem for start-up cryptocurrency companies as well as established financial entities trying to join the cryptocurrency mania.

D. Current Enforcement Efforts

Separate to the regimes mentioned above—and most important to this Note—are actions taken by federal law enforcement agencies in fighting crime on the Bitcoin ecosystem. Relying on its authority under the federal government’s primary AML statute—the BSA—entities such as the Treasury Department’s FinCEN are using existing statutes and regulations to combat Bitcoin-enabled criminal activity.

In 2015, for example, FinCEN took its first civil action against a cryptocurrency exchange for failing to register as a money service business (“MSB”) under the BSA. In 2017, the agency took its second
action against a separate exchange for the same violation. FinCEN’s success in both of these cases is extremely important because these companies, once registered with FinCEN, have ongoing reporting and monitoring responsibilities under the BSA. MSBs must, among other things, “implement an effective anti-money laundering (AML) program . . . detect suspicious transactions and file suspicious activity reports (SARs), and . . . obtain and retain records relating to transmittals of funds in amounts of $3,000 or more.”

Unfortunately, FinCEN’s continued ability to use this statute—a law that forms the core of the federal government’s AML efforts—to gather information on Bitcoin crime may be at risk. The Supreme Court’s decision in Carpenter leaves open the possibility that the BSA’s regime—as applied to Bitcoin—may be struck down as unconstitutional.

II. The Bank Secrecy Act

A. Overview

Congress passed the BSA in 1970 to give the federal government new tools in the fight against financial crime. Recognizing that these types of crimes are often difficult to detect, the statute created a reporting and recordkeeping regime utilized by the federal government but maintained by qualifying financial institutions. As one commentator has stated, the BSA’s “requirements effectively mandate the creation of a paper trail for large currency transactions, giving law enforcement authorities a way to ‘follow the money’ and detect criminal activity.” Qualifying institutions, including banks and MSBs as


64 Id. at 3.

65 See H.R. Rep. No. 91-975, at 10 (1970) (“According to law enforcement officials, an effective fight on crime depends in large measure on the maintenance of adequate and appropriate records by financial institutions. H.R. 15073 deals with the problem by requiring the maintenance of records by financial institutions in a manner designed to facilitate criminal, tax and regulatory investigations and proceedings.”).


67 Linn, supra note 66, at 429.
well as certain non–financial institutions, are required to both record and report certain financial data, transactions,69 and the personally identifying information70 associated with those transactions and accounts to the appropriate federal law enforcement agency.71 The BSA targets three categories of transactions: those involving amounts above $10,000,72 those involving foreign bank accounts owned by American citizens with account balances greater than $10,000,73 and other activities bank employees deem suspicious.74 If a bank identifies activity falling into any one of these categories, it must submit an SAR to the appropriate federal authority.75 The idea is to create a comprehensive database that investigators can later use to prosecute complex and otherwise hidden financial schemes.76 Ultimately, the BSA’s reporting requirements are intended to “drive money launderers, terrorists, and other criminals to evade [the requirements] and, in doing

69 See id. §§ 5313–5316.
70 See id. § 5318(a)(2) (authorizing the Treasury Secretary to require covered financial institutions establish procedures to meet their obligations under the Bank Secrecy Act); U.S. DEPT OF TREASURY, FIN. CRIMES ENF’T NETWORK, FIN-2018-G001, GUIDANCE: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDING CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (2018), https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2018-04/FinCEN_Guidance_CDD_FAQ_FINAL_508_2.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y6UG-UEVH] (describing how the Bank Secrecy Act requires identification of an account’s beneficial owner(s) including the owner’s “name, date of birth, address, and identifying number (such as a social security number or other identifying number . . .)
72 See 31 U.S.C. § 5316(a); 31 C.F.R. § 103.22(b) (2010) (requiring the reporting of accounts that see greater than $10,000 in cash transactions in one day).
73 See 31 U.S.C. § 5314; 31 C.F.R. § 103.33(c) (2003) (requiring financial institutions to keep records of transactions to foreign accounts if the transaction exceeds $10,000); 31 C.F.R. § 103.24 (1998) (requiring reporting of foreign financial accounts to the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service).
75 See 12 C.F.R. § 21.11 (2012) (requiring banks to file SARs on suspicious or obvious violations of AML laws or Bank Secrecy Act provisions); id. § 163.180(d) (requiring savings and service corporations to file SARs on suspicious or obvious violations of AML laws or Bank Secrecy Act provisions).
so, to engage in evasive behavior that increases their risk of detection and prosecution.\footnote{Linn, supra note 66, at 434.}

The bar for law enforcement to access these records is low.\footnote{See 12 U.S.C. §§ 3405, 3408 (2012).} Once law enforcement—through its own monitoring of the BSA’s reports—becomes aware of suspicious activity, it need only obtain a subpoena to access an individual user’s financial history.\footnote{See id. § 3405 (“A Government authority may obtain financial records under section 3402(2) of this title pursuant to an administrative subpoena [sic] or summons otherwise authorized by law . . . .”); id. § 3407 (“A Government authority may obtain financial records under section 3402(4) of this title pursuant to judicial subpoena [sic] . . . .”).} In certain circumstances when a subpoena may not be feasible, law enforcement can access the data with as little as a formal written request.\footnote{See id. § 3408 (“A Government authority may request financial records under section 3402(5) of this title pursuant to a formal written request . . . .”).} Nowhere in the BSA is a warrant required or even encouraged.

B. United States v. Miller Challenge

The BSA’s provision for a warrantless search of a customer’s financial history has already seen at least one constitutional challenge, raised just six years after the BSA’s enactment.\footnote{See United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 442 (1976) (“Respondent urges that he has a Fourth Amendment interest in the records kept by the banks because they are merely copies of personal records that were made available to the banks for a limited purpose and in which he has a reasonable expectation of privacy.”).} In United States v. Miller,\footnote{Id.} a defendant charged with unlawfully operating a distillery challenged his conviction for tax fraud, arguing that the government obtained some of its evidence against him in violation of his Fourth Amendment privacy rights.\footnote{See id. at 441 (“But respondent contends that the combination of the recordkeeping requirements of the Act and the issuance of a subpoena to obtain those records permits the Government to circumvent the requirements of the Fourth Amendment by allowing it to obtain a depositor’s private records without complying with the legal requirements that would be applicable had it proceeded against him directly.”).} The government used what the court of appeals called “a defective subpoena”\footnote{Id. at 437.} to obtain the defendant’s “checks, deposit slips, two financial statements, and three monthly statements” for accounts he held at local banks.\footnote{Id. at 438.} The defendant contended that the government’s failure to use a warrant constituted an unconstitutional search and seizure.\footnote{See id. at 438–39.}
A 7–2 Court disagreed, holding instead that the defendant had “no legitimate ‘expectation of privacy’” in the records obtained. The Court reasoned that the defendant could not possibly have believed his information would remain private because it “contain[ed] only information [he] voluntarily conveyed to the banks.” This standard quickly became known as the “third-party doctrine” test for whether records—especially business records—were protected by the Fourth Amendment. For the Court, the defendant’s lack of a Fourth Amendment privacy interest meant the government did not need to obtain a warrant.

C. Subsequent Legislation

Wanting to preserve some sense of privacy post-Miller, Congress passed The Right to Financial Privacy Act in 1978. This legislation bolstered Americans’ privacy rights in financial records by requiring the government to notify a customer when it was about to access those records and afforded customers “an opportunity to challenge the government’s actions in court.” Because Congress kept the BSA’s subpoena process intact, in practice, The Right to Financial Privacy Act only marginally increased Americans’ privacy interests. Unfortunately, even those small increases in privacy have not survived. The 2001 Patriot Act—designed to combat terrorist financing networks—severely eroded what little privacy Congress had given Americans in 1978. Entities required to report data under the Patriot Act were permitted to transmit that data without notifying the customer. And when the government sought the data for national security reasons, the Patriot Act effectively foreclosed “the possibility of judicial intervention.”

Today, the core of the BSA is still intact. It remains the central legislation upon which AML and “combating the financing of terror-

---

87 Id. at 442.
88 Id.
90 See Miller, 425 U.S. at 446.
92 Ringel, supra note 91, § 8.31.
95 See Olejar, supra note 93, at 56, 60–61.
96 See id. at 60.
97 Id.
ism reporting regimes are based. The BSA’s subpoena process is still in place, which offers little to no financial privacy.

D. Bank Secrecy Act & Bitcoin

Since its enactment, the BSA’s reporting requirements have been regularly and routinely applied to banks and other qualifying financial institutions. One of the BSA’s core reporting requirements covers entities known as MSBs and facilitates “the acceptance of currency, funds, or other value that substitutes for currency from one person . . . to another location or person by any means.” Well-known companies such as PayPal and Western Union fall under the BSA’s registration and reporting requirements, as do foreign entities meeting the statutory definition above.

In 2013, recognizing the proliferation of virtual currencies and virtual currency exchanges, FinCEN issued guidance asserting its authority to regulate those exchanges as MSBs. FinCEN has since succeeded in extending the BSA’s recordkeeping requirements to qualifying cryptocurrency entities. FinCEN, thus far, has focused its efforts on qualifying entities that failed to register as MSBs under the BSA. And despite legal challenges to those enforcement actions, federal courts have concluded in at least six lawsuits that FinCEN does have the authority to include exchanges under the BSA. En-
enforcement against cryptocurrency money laundering schemes may be in its early stages, \(^{109}\) but FinCEN appears to enjoy the backing of federal courts. Consequently, FinCEN is likely to ramp up its efforts to expand the scope of the BSA and, by extension, gain more access to transaction data involving Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

III. THE FOURTH AMENDMENT EVOLVES

The Fourth Amendment contains language familiar to legal scholars, students of constitutional law, and lay citizens:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized. \(^{110}\)

From the time of ratification until the mid-20th century, the Supreme Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence analyzed Americans’ privacy rights through a property rights lens. \(^{111}\) But that all changed when the Supreme Court announced its 1967 decision, *Katz v. United States*. \(^{112}\) The Supreme Court’s new test did not ask whether property was involved but instead whether Americans had a “reasonable expectation of privacy.” \(^{113}\)

Nine years later, the Court faced the particular question of whether Americans had a reasonable expectation of privacy in their

---


\(^{110}\) U.S. Const. amend. IV.


\(^{113}\) *Katz*, 389 U.S. at 360 (Harlan, J., concurring).
bank and other financial records.\textsuperscript{114} Deciding to take yet another turn in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence in \textit{Miller}, the Court held that an individual’s sharing of otherwise private information meant the user assumed the risk that the information would become public, thereby abrogating any privacy right in that information.\textsuperscript{115}

Just three years later, the Supreme Court decided to extend \textit{Miller}’s third-party doctrine to other types of business records, specifically records created when using a telephone company’s services.\textsuperscript{116} In \textit{Smith v. Maryland}, Baltimore police decided to place the suspect in a robbery case under more surveillance.\textsuperscript{117} Following a non-warrant police request, the telephone company that serviced the defendant’s home added a pen register device to his line.\textsuperscript{118} The device did not record the content of conversations but instead recorded “the numbers dialed from the telephone at petitioner’s home.”\textsuperscript{119} The suspect challenged the police’s warrantless collection of that data as a violation of his Fourth Amendment rights.\textsuperscript{120} The Supreme Court rejected his argument, holding that, like the defendant in \textit{Miller}, the suspect had no privacy interest in these business records.\textsuperscript{121} Without a privacy interest, Baltimore police could obtain the records without a warrant.\textsuperscript{122}

This landscape—where sharing information with third parties essentially destroys one’s ability to claim privacy rights—stood firm for more than 40 years. With the advent of new technologies, specifically Global Positioning System (“GPS”) technology, the Court soon faced new challenges to its longstanding jurisprudence.

The first cracks in the third-party doctrine occurred in the 2014 case of \textit{Riley v. California},\textsuperscript{123} in which the Court flatly rejected the government’s contention that, as the University of Pennsylvania’s David Harris characterizes it, “officers seizing a phone should always have the authority to search the phone’s call log without having to

\textsuperscript{114} See United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 443 (1976) (“The depositor takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another, that the information will be conveyed by that person to the Government.”).

\textsuperscript{115} See id.

\textsuperscript{116} See 442 U.S. 735, 736 (1979).

\textsuperscript{117} See id. at 737.

\textsuperscript{118} See id.

\textsuperscript{119} Id.

\textsuperscript{120} See id.

\textsuperscript{121} See id. at 745.

\textsuperscript{122} See id. at 745–46.

\textsuperscript{123} 134 S. Ct. 2473 (2014).
obtain a warrant.”124 The Supreme Court, recognizing the changing nature of technology in the digital age, noted that smartphones “hold for many Americans ‘the privacies of life.’”125 Nevertheless, the Court seemed to keep Smith’s application of the third-party doctrine to telecommunications alive.126

The first major challenge occurred in United States v. Jones,127 in which prosecutors successfully convicted the owner of a District of Columbia nightclub for narcotics distribution following law enforcement’s warrantless tracking of his movements via a GPS system.128 The owner challenged the collection of those records under the Fourth Amendment.129 Finding that he had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements, the Supreme Court upheld the D.C. District Court’s reversal of the conviction.130

Although the Court’s reasoning was certainly important, the most relevant portions of Jones for purposes of this Note are found in Justice Sotomayor’s concurrence. After discussing why she believed the majority was correct, Justice Sotomayor added:

More fundamentally, it may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties. This approach is ill suited to the digital age, in which people reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks. . . . I for one doubt that people would accept without complaint the warrantless disclosure to the government of a list of every Web site they had visited in the last week, or month, or year. . . . I would not assume that all information voluntarily disclosed to some member of the public for a limited purpose is, for that reason alone, disentitled to Fourth Amendment protection.131

Just six years later, the Supreme Court had such an opportunity to consider Justice Sotomayor’s suggestion.

---

125 Riley, 134 S. Ct. at 2494–95 (quoting Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630 (1886)).
126 See Harris, supra note 124, at 2495.
128 See id. at 403–04.
129 See id. at 403.
130 See id. at 404–06.
131 Id. at 417–18 (Sotomayor, J., concurring) (citations omitted).
IV. CARPENTER V. UNITED STATES: THE START OF A PRIVACY REVOLUTION?

As the previous Section describes, there are indications that the Supreme Court is ready to reconsider the foundations of some of its long-standing privacy decisions. In 2018, the Court did exactly that when it decided Carpenter. As the following Section discusses, Carpenter involved such a near-perfect data trail that the Supreme Court—consistent with Justice Sotomayor’s concurrence in Jones—was forced to make changes in how Fourth Amendment law applies to the digital age. Despite the Court admonishing that the decision was narrow, it is very possible that the underlying principles of the decision—should Bitcoin ever obtain a similar type of complete data trail—will force the Court to expand its reasoning to other technologies. If that occurs, the federal government’s primary anti-money laundering statute (the BSA) may be in constitutional jeopardy.

A. CSLI Data: A Near-Perfect and Accurate Data Trail

In 2018, the Supreme Court issued its long-anticipated Carpenter opinion—a decision that may just revolutionize Fourth Amendment law. The Court examined whether cell-site location information (“CSLI”)—the “time-stamped record” a phone creates “[e]ach time the phone connects to a cell site”—should be governed by the long-standing third-party doctrine or Katz’s reasonable expectation of privacy standard.132

The petitioner, Timothy Carpenter, appealed his conviction for robbery and firearm possession in relation to several robberies committed in the Detroit, Michigan area.133 Carpenter argued that the government’s failure to use a warrant constituted a search and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment.134 Both the district court and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit—applying the third-party doctrine—held that because the petitioner did not have “a reasonable expectation of privacy in the location information,” the government did not need a warrant.135

In bringing the case, FBI officials issued two separate subpoenas for petitioner’s CSLI data,136 pursuant to the Stored Communications
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133 See id. at 2212–13.
134 See id. at 2213.
135 Id. at 2212–13.
136 See id. at 2235.
Act,137 which allows requests that fall “well short of the probable cause required for a warrant.”138 The first covered more than 150 days’ worth of CSLI data.139 The second, which the FBI hoped would reveal Carpenter’s movements over a seven-day period, only produced two days’ worth of CSLI data.140 Both subpoenas combined covered 12,898 data points.141 Using these records, the government was able to place petitioner in the exact geographic area as the four robberies at the time they occurred—a fact that was critical to his conviction.142

This was no ordinary data. The CSLI data was so comprehensive and detailed that the Court described it “as if [the government] had attached an ankle monitor to the phone’s user.”143 The majority expressed shock at the extent to which the data could reveal the petitioner’s movements, writing:

Mapping a cell phone’s location over the course of 127 days provides an all-encompassing record of the holder’s whereabouts. As with GPS information, the time-stamped data provides an intimate window into a person’s life, revealing not only his particular movements, but through them his “familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations.”144

Importantly, the data was not voluntarily shared by Carpenter in the traditional sense. The data was produced regardless of whether Carpenter turned his phone’s “Location” feature on or off.145 “Apart from disconnecting the phone from the network,” the Court wrote, “there is no way to avoid leaving behind a trail of location data.”146

B. The U.S. Supreme Court Charts a New Path Forward

_Carpenter_ represents a new path forward from the bright-line rules of _Katz_ and _Miller_ and may be best described as a Court struggling to apply those cases to a new type of unique data. Recognizing the special nature of the data at hand, the majority concluded that the FBI’s access to petitioner’s cell phone location data was analogous to
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attaching a GPS to a vehicle,\textsuperscript{147} which requires a warrant because the suspect possesses a reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements.\textsuperscript{148} The data, according to the Court, was incredibly sensitive, allowing the government to track petitioner’s “every movement” and revealing petitioner’s “familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations.”\textsuperscript{149} Because the data was so comprehensive and permitted the government to “travel back in time to retrace a person’s whereabouts,” the Court believed some privacy protection was warranted.\textsuperscript{150}

The Court also rejected the government’s argument that Carpenter could not enjoy an expectation of privacy in this data because it was voluntarily shared with his cell phone carriers.\textsuperscript{151} The tremendous change in technology since the days of \textit{Miller} likely caused the Court to modify its longstanding holding. Carpenter’s conveyance of his CSLI data was not really a conscious, voluntary choice because, like so many Americans, he could not realistically operate in modern life without using a cell phone and, by extension, sharing that data.\textsuperscript{152} Additionally, after acknowledging the automatic generation of the data, the Court stated, “[a]part from disconnecting the phone from the network, there is no way to avoid leaving behind a trail of location data. As a result, in no meaningful sense does the user voluntarily ‘assume[] the risk’ of turning over a comprehensive dossier of his physical movements.”\textsuperscript{153} The “inescapable and automatic nature of [the data’s] collection,” therefore, led the Court to conclude it was in no sense shared or voluntary.\textsuperscript{154}

Ultimately, the majority’s analysis developed into what a dissenting Justice Kennedy identifies as a five-factor test for determining whether information is protected by the Fourth Amendment in a post-\textit{Carpenter} world: the information’s “intimacy, comprehensiveness, expense, retrospectivity, and voluntariness.”\textsuperscript{155} Finding that the “unique nature of cell phone location records”\textsuperscript{156} satisfies each of these factors, the Court held that the petitioner did, indeed, have an expectation of

\textsuperscript{147} See id. at 2216.
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\textsuperscript{152} See id.
\textsuperscript{153} Id. (quoting \textit{Smith v. Maryland}, 442 U.S. 735, 745 (1979)).
\textsuperscript{154} Id. at 2223.
\textsuperscript{155} Id. at 2234 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{156} Id. at 2217 (majority opinion).
privacy in the data. The government’s unwarranted search and seizure of that data, therefore, was unconstitutional.

C. Carpenter’s Impact on New Technologies Is Unclear

Chief Justice Roberts’s insistence that Carpenter is a narrow decision speaks to the majority’s recognition that the decision’s principles have the potential to completely revolutionize Fourth Amendment privacy jurisprudence. Of course, this should be no surprise: legal commentators spent the months leading up to oral argument debating what the Court should do. Other experts—carefully analyzing the Court’s reasoning after the case was decided—focused on the decision’s long-term impact. One privacy law expert, Professor Orin Kerr, noted that Carpenter “recasts a lot of doctrine in ways that could be used to argue for lots of other changes.” He posits that the decision effectively places an “equilibrium-adjustment cap” on the third-party doctrine whereby the Court decides whether to expand or limit government surveillance in light of new technologies based on how those technologies can potentially invade privacy rights. The cap set forth in Carpenter, Professor Kerr argues, draws a line where “the surveillance is just too much to allow, and at that point the third-party doctrine doesn’t apply.” The Court does not answer the question of where exactly this line lies, says Professor Kerr, but the Court does list factors that will impact that determination, including the sensitivity, pervasiveness, and types of records involved.

Others have echoed that sentiment, arguing that the majority’s holding “seems to actually invite . . . litigation” despite its insistence
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160 See, e.g., Daniel Solove, 10 Reasons Why the Fourth Amendment Third Party Doctrine Should Be Overruled in Carpenter v. US, TEACHPRIVACY (Nov. 28, 2017), https://teachprivacy.com/carpenter-v-us-10-reasons-fourth-amendment-third-party-doctrine-overruled/ (It is time for the Fourth Amendment to be rejuvenated and brought back to the forefront of managing our privacy in today’s digital age.).
163 Id. at 2, 4–5.
164 Id. at 5.
165 Id.
on narrowness. 166 In a very real sense, Carpenter may lead to many law enforcement searches requiring a warrant if the data can be characterized as revealing “an intimate window into a person’s life,” the exact opposite of the current legal landscape. 167 Future cases may stop asking whether the petitioner has a reasonable expectation of privacy. Judges may be more likely to inquire about the extent to which the data requested was just as revealing, comprehensive, and inescapably collected as the CSLI data sought in Carpenter, inquiries that may lead future courts to extend Carpenter’s reasoning to those records. 168

Some have conducted extensive examinations into the majority’s opinion but found no conclusive clues about how future cases may be resolved. 169 Others have argued that the majority’s reasoning in Carpenter should make the privacy policies, practices, and disclosure agreements of third parties critical to the determination of whether the third-party doctrine applies. 170 One scholar has argued that sensitivity should be added to the Court’s test, a factor that would then launch an investigation into whether a “mosaic” of the suspect can be created such that privacy rights should be extended to that situation. 171 But one thing is certain: Carpenter will undoubtedly have a lasting impact on Fourth Amendment law and is likely to be considered among the most significant privacy cases ever decided.

D. Are the BSA’s Days of Covering Bitcoin Numbered?

As mentioned earlier, Carpenter appears to advance a multi-factor test for determining the law’s treatment of new types of data made available only by modern technology: (1) intimacy, (2) comprehen-
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170 See, e.g., Ram, supra note 6, at 20–22.

siveness, (3) expense, (4) retrospectivity, and (5) voluntariness. The third-party doctrine, which has long governed privacy interests in business records, now appears to be just one factor among many a court should weigh in situations not governed by *Miller* or *Smith*.

Like CSLI data, Bitcoin is a new type of information that will challenge the Court’s longstanding application of Fourth Amendment protections in the context of data that may not be strictly classified as business records. As the majority stated, “the fact that such information is gathered by a third party does not make it any less deserving of Fourth Amendment protection.” There is a real possibility that the Court’s fifth factor may be outweighed by the other four, a scenario that triggers Fourth Amendment protection for Bitcoin records.

1. Intimacy

First, Bitcoin is most certainly capable of providing data that, like CSLI data, reveals the intimacies of an individual user’s life. It has a popular reputation for being anonymous but operates pseudonymously in practice. Remember, Bitcoin’s underlying algorithm is just a “string of letters and numbers” that instructs the Bitcoin ecosystem how to transfer coins across accounts, each of which have their own, unique identifying code. Transaction history is recorded on each ledger connected to the Bitcoin network and is publicly available for any user to see. Bitcoin’s use of encryption and lack of a single central entity may make it more difficult to reveal a user’s true identity or manipulate transaction data, but that does not mean the task is impossible. Cryptocurrency exchanges, where users buy and sell different cryptocurrencies to each other, including Bitcoin, have already been hacked, allowing nefarious actors to steal millions in value. Researchers at the University of Qatar recently published a report in which they successfully reversed Bitcoin transaction history.
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to identify users’ real-life identities.\textsuperscript{180} This supposed “shield” of anonymity turns out to be no more anonymous than a user’s cell phone data, and law enforcement has already succeeded in connecting suspect transactions to particular users.\textsuperscript{181} As law enforcement agencies continue to exert jurisdiction over this new technology and become more familiar with exactly how users may conceal their activities on the Bitcoin network, connecting accounts with real-life identities will only become easier.\textsuperscript{182} In fact, the mere identification of a user may produce a treasure trove of data, including where a user purchases coffee, where they send their children to school,\textsuperscript{183} what restaurants they frequent,\textsuperscript{184} what political parties the user is associated with,\textsuperscript{185} what publications the user reads,\textsuperscript{186} and even how much a user donates to his or her place of worship.\textsuperscript{187}

And as Bitcoin becomes more mainstream and users pay for more services using Bitcoin, this factor will
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only grow in importance. Bitcoin users, in a very real sense, will be at risk of exposing the intimacies of their life to anyone capable of identifying their wallets.

2. Comprehensiveness

Second, Bitcoin’s structure collects and permanently records a comprehensive list of every transaction in which a particular user participated. As discussed earlier, Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer network that relies on a network of decentralized ledgers to record and facilitate transactions. Each transaction is irreversibly cataloged, and a single user can access the entire transaction history for any other account. Imagine if Carpenter’s CSLI data not only cataloged his movements but was also an access point for the government to obtain movements of every cell phone connected to Sprint’s phone network. That is the incredible power and value of Bitcoin’s network and the data it permanently and irreversibly stores.

3. Expense

Third, like the CSLI data in Carpenter, the government’s projected expense in obtaining this data is low. Federal authorities, including FinCEN, have already been using the BSA to bring cryptocurrency exchanges, which allow users to buy and sell cryptocurrencies for cash or to exchange cryptocurrencies with each other, under the BSA’s purview. As discussed earlier, Bitcoin’s ledger system contains an incredibly detailed record of each wallet’s transaction history. Federal authorities, using their authority under the BSA, will have access to this near perfect record of a user’s activity. More importantly, however, application of the BSA to cryptocurrency exchanges will reduce federal authorities’ expense in identifying individual users’ real-world identity and obtaining person-
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ally identifying information. Cryptocurrency exchanges often require new users to include personal information when opening an exchange account, which means the exchange not only has access to an individual Bitcoin user’s wallet but also the real-life identity of that wallet’s user. The government, relying on its authority under the BSA, will now have easy access to public Bitcoin data and users’ private information, all of it contained in the BSA’s reports, which the exchanges submit to federal authorities. If an exchange user ties multiple wallets to his exchange account, the government has an even clearer picture of his Bitcoin activities.

Furthermore, the treasure trove of data federal authorities will receive from these reports may enable the government to deanonymize nonexchange Bitcoin profiles. In 2019, a group of researchers from Qatar University examined whether public Bitcoin data could be used to reveal the identities of users on an anonymous, deep-web internet browser called “Tor.” By tracking flows of transactions in and out of accounts, surveying social media profiles, and cross-matching Bitcoin public addresses with Tor user profiles, the researchers were able to deanonymize individual users. Researchers were able to determine one user was a “middle aged man from Sweden,” and that the other 22 users included “four males and six females of different ages that range between 13 and 42 years [old].”

While the researchers noted that employing their methodology alone would likely only lead to a small number of users being deanonymized, they suggested that combining their techniques with successful efforts by other researchers could reveal the profiles of a much broader number of users. One study they cited, which employed “behavior-based clustering” of Bitcoin user profiles, was able to deanonymize 40% of Bitcoin users simply by examining spending habits and time zone data. Another study was successful in identifying Bitcoin users despite those users’ reliance on mixing services, which seek to divide Bitcoin transactions into smaller payments to frustrate any attempts to retroactively identify users.
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The government’s ability to access personally identifying information contained in cryptocurrency exchange data, considering these academic studies, will dramatically reduce the burden federal authorities face in determining user identities. Like the Qatar University study, federal authorities may be able to use cryptocurrency exchange data to de-anonymize Bitcoin wallets that have never participated in an exchange.²⁰² In short, the personally identifying information contained in cryptocurrency exchange reports may be a gold mine law enforcement can use to identify users across the Bitcoin network.

4. **Retrospectivity**

Fourth, despite its inherent decentralization, Bitcoin’s very structure allows for retroactive access. Records of transactions are constantly being copied across computers connected to the Bitcoin ecosystem such that each individual terminal contains a complete record of transaction data.²⁰³ Practically, this means each and every Bitcoin network access point contains a potentially full picture of the entire network’s history,²⁰⁴ an even more comprehensive data set than the CSLI data in *Carpenter*. All the government would need to do to access that data is identify an account and decrypt the history of transactions associated with that account.²⁰⁵ Like *Carpenter*, this presents an easy way for the government to access a user’s full history. Law enforcement would not need to carefully and affirmatively assemble a user’s history; Bitcoin does that itself.

5. **Voluntariness**

Finally, the new *Carpenter* test deals with the extent to which a user voluntarily shares data with a third party. Critical to the Court’s holding was the fact that the CLSI data in question was not “shared” by Carpenter in the traditional sense. Carpenter could not avoid sharing this data apart from keeping his phone off, and any activity on the phone automatically generated CLSI data.²⁰⁶ In short, Carpenter had “no way to avoid leaving behind a trail of location data.”²⁰⁷
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At the time of this Note’s writing, Bitcoin is, concededly, not such a “pervasive and insistent part of daily life” that a user is able to avoid disclosing the type of comprehensive and intimate data the network gathers. Users can use cash, credit cards, or some other third-party payment system to avoid dissemination of their data across a distributed ledger system. This reality would likely lead a court to find that Bitcoin usage—at this time—does not qualify as the type of “inescapable and automatic” data collection present in Carpenter. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that Bitcoin could become such a dominant part of life that this factor weighs in favor of Fourth Amendment protection, should Americans one day rely on Bitcoin for most or even a significant portion of their financial transactions. And if a non-Bitcoin form of blockchain ever becomes fully integrated into existing payment systems, that network may trigger the type of widespread and automatic data collection scheme at issue in Carpenter.

Despite the fifth factor currently weighing against a Fourth Amendment privacy interest in Bitcoin, a court may nonetheless determine that the other four factors are strong enough to grant it Fourth Amendment protections. As Professor Kerr has noted, Chief Justice Roberts’s majority opinion contains language that leaves the possibility of Carpenter’s extension in the future, despite the Court’s language about a narrow holding. Professor Kerr calls this “equilibrium-adjustment,” and it appears to provide enough flexibility for a court to rebalance privacy interests in light of new and intrusive technologies.

In Carpenter, the Chief Justice is very clear that the Court is engaging in equilibrium-adjustment. Throughout the opinion, he roots his analysis in the idea that cell-site surveillance is a new tool that gives the government new power that can be abused, and that the law must change course to ensure that the government doesn’t get too much power from a mechanical application of the old rules.

It is possible that a future Supreme Court—recognizing the power that the Bitcoin network and its underlying technology gives a government investigator in recreating a user’s entire history—will find such equilibrium-adjustment appealing. The mere possibility of that
finding means that the BSA’s authorization of warrantless data collection in the context of financial records may be at risk. As detailed above, the BSA serves as the very core of the federal government’s AML, counterterrorist financing, and other financial crimes enforcement network. Declaring the BSA unconstitutional as applied to Bitcoin would put that regime in jeopardy. In such a decision, the failure to properly delineate publicly available data from encrypted, privately identifying information, could dramatically curtail the government’s ability to combat illicit activities on the network, especially if a court considers even the publicly available information—due to its intimacy, comprehensiveness, retroactivity, and low expense—to be protected by the Fourth Amendment.

E. What Happens If the Bank Secrecy Act Is Struck Down?

A successful constitutional challenge to the BSA’s reporting and recordkeeping regime as applied to Bitcoin poses serious problems for the federal government’s efforts to combat financial crimes. Nefarious actors, who have already used Bitcoin’s network to try and extort American politicians\(^\text{212}\) and conduct illegal sales of guns and drugs online,\(^\text{213}\) would likely find the network an even more attractive venue for their unlawful activities. Terrorists, arms dealers, and money launderers would flock to and fully exploit the network to avoid the chance of prosecution. The average American, of course, would still have his or her non-Bitcoin activities—mainly banking and other financial transaction information—scrutinized by federal regulators under the BSA. But the very type of activity the BSA was designed to prohibit would migrate to this new, unregulated area of cyberspace and beyond the government’s reach.

A cursory glance at FinCEN’s website provides a brief overview of the types of investigations that would be in jeopardy. Crimes including money laundering, casino fraud, terrorism, insurance fraud, and the narcotics trade would be much easier to conduct.\(^\text{214}\) FinCEN’s ability to investigate the illicit transfer of funds to rogue regimes like Iran might be impacted.\(^\text{215}\)

\(^{212}\) See Gruber, supra note 189, 135–39.

\(^{213}\) See id. at 156.


Domestic crimes that touch average Americans, such as real estate fraud rings or telemarketing scams, would also be more difficult to identify and prosecute. Likewise, the federal government’s ability to combat organized crime—the very purpose for which the BSA was passed—would also erode. In short, current and future investigations would suddenly be thrown into flux. Defendants could challenge their indictments on the basis that the evidence against them was seized in violation of the Fourth Amendment, and law enforcement’s ability to quickly identify, investigate, and prosecute future crimes such as the ones listed above would be dramatically curtailed.

V. Congress Should Amend the Bank Secrecy Act, Extending Its Coverage to Bitcoin

As described in Section II.A, the BSA creates a comprehensive reporting and recordkeeping regime designed to facilitate enforcement of AML and other federal financial crime laws. By creating a paper trail of suspicious transactions and accounts, the BSA’s writers hoped law enforcement could more easily discover nefarious activity within the banking system.

The BSA’s process by which a government agency can access these records is described as follows:

Except as provided by section 3403(c) or (d), 3413, or 3414 of this title, no Government authority may have access to or obtain copies of, or the information contained in the financial records of any customer from a financial institution unless the financial records are reasonably described and—

(1) such customer has authorized such disclosure in accordance with section 3404 of this title;
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(2) such financial records are disclosed in response to an administrative subpoena [sic] or summons which meets the requirements of section 3405 of this title;
(3) such financial records are disclosed in response to a search warrant which meets the requirements of section 3406 of this title;
(4) such financial records are disclosed in response to a judicial subpoena [sic] which meets the requirements of section 3407 of this title; or
(5) such financial records are disclosed in response to a formal written request which meets the requirements of section 3408 of this title.222

To ensure that the BSA as applied to Bitcoin survives any potential Carpenter-type challenge, Congress ought to amend 12 U.S.C. § 3402 to require a warrant where personally identifying information is sought. Anonymous data (e.g., the type of encrypted and non-identifying transaction history that any Bitcoin user can view) should continue to be accessible via a subpoena or written request. To that end, section 3402 ought to be amended as follows:

Except as provided by section 3403(c) or (d), 3413, or 3414 of this title, no Government authority may have access to or obtain copies of, or the information contained in the financial records of any customer from a financial institution unless the financial records are reasonably described and—
(1) such customer has authorized such disclosure in accordance with section 3404 of this title;
(2) in the context of anonymous data or transaction history, such financial records are disclosed in response to an administrative subpoena [sic] or summons which meets the requirements of section 3405 of this title, provided that the records disclosed do not contain personally identifying information;
(3) such financial records are disclosed in response to a search warrant which meets the requirements of section 3406 of this title;
(4) in the context of anonymous data or transaction history, such financial records are disclosed in response to a judicial subpoena [sic] which meets the requirements of section 3407 of this title, provided that the records disclosed do not contain personally identifying information; or
(5) in the context of anonymous data or transaction history, such financial records are disclosed in response to a for-

mal written request which meets the requirements of section 3408 of this title, provided that the records disclosed do not contain personally identifying information.

Because the term “personally identifying information” is inherently ambiguous, Congress ought to also amend 12 U.S.C. § 3401—which defines § 3402—to include the following text:

(9) “personally identifying information,” with respect to financial records sought under this chapter, refers to the user’s identify, name, address, social security number, and other identifying information, but does not include an anonymous IP address, encrypted account identity, or other anonymous data or transaction history that, without additional information, shields a user’s identity.

These modifications to the BSA’s reporting regime should satisfy the Court’s new privacy test under Carpenter. Highly detailed information that reveals “an intimate window into a person’s life” will receive heightened privacy protections by statute.

Concerns that these changes will limit law enforcement’s ability to conduct investigations are not well founded because these changes will not prohibit generalized surveillance or record monitoring under the BSA. With today’s technology, anonymous data points associated with the same accounts or group of accounts can reveal a tremendous amount of information. Law enforcement would still be able to gather and study publicly available transaction history indicating that a particular Bitcoin user was engaging in a pattern of transactions that is suggestive of money laundering or some other crime. The only thing that law enforcement could not obtain without a warrant would be the user’s identity. And as law enforcement officers use this public transaction data to find incriminating evidence, a warrant for the user’s identity should not be difficult to obtain. In short, these changes simply require that when a law enforcement agency seeks to move beyond the surveillance stage and actually identify a particular individual, entity, or group, it must obtain a warrant.

223 See Sarah Meiklejohn et al., A Fistful of Bitcoins: Characterizing Payments Among Men with No Names, 38 LOGIN: 10, 14 (2013) (“By layering this clustering analysis on top of our ground-truth data . . . we were able to identify 1.9 million public [Bitcoin] keys with some real-world service or identity . . . . Although this is a somewhat small fraction (about 16%) of all public keys, it nevertheless allows us to deanonymize significant flows of bitcoins throughout the network.”).

investigations are often not particularly time-sensitive, and the limited warrant requirement is a relatively small burden on law enforcement.

CONCLUSION

The 21st century has seen and will continue to see new technologies that present possible challenges to longstanding Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. The Supreme Court’s Carpenter decision has the potential to fundamentally and permanently alter how courts view Fourth Amendment privacy protections in the digital age. Although a narrow decision, the Court’s reasoning presents a new way to balance the individual right to privacy with the government’s ability to access personally revealing information that is critical to enforcing criminal laws.

Bitcoin—and cryptocurrency in general—presents a possible avenue by which a constitutional challenge can be levied against the BSA, the federal government’s primary AML and anti-terrorist financing law. Carpenter raises sufficient doubt about the constitutionality of the BSA as applied to Bitcoin such that Congress should proactively amend the BSA to bring it in line with Carpenter’s reasoning. Even without a current challenge, law enforcement may be much less willing to conduct investigations without a warrant out of fear that evidence may be challenged as an unconstitutional violation of the Fourth Amendment.

To resolve this doubt and ensure law enforcement continues to have access to the tools it needs to combat money laundering, terrorist financing, and other financial crimes, Congress ought to amend the BSA to require a warrant when law enforcement seeks personally identifying information. Anonymous data points and public transaction history stored on the Bitcoin network will remain subject to the BSA’s subpoena and written request procedures. However, to ensure law enforcement can uncover nefarious financial activity while bolstering Americans’ privacy interests, the BSA ought to require a higher threshold for accessing more sensitive data. In this way, Congress can help the Carpenter majority realize its goal of a narrow and limited holding.

"every transaction was publicly available was going to shoot you in the foot when you try to obscure the flow of large amounts of bitcoins."